The Student Senate has recommended President Baker to the community members and even a few Cal Poly students throughout the series of speeches from faculty and community activists.

Supported by the Concerned Cal Poly Faculty and Employment available for job-seeking students by Larry Shahan

For students looking for part-time jobs, employment opportunities may be crossing their paths every day. In the University Union, SI Corval bookstore and Foundation Food Service, hundreds of Cal Poly students and community members have jobs, and other opportunities are described in several areas.

Job openings in the University Union include a Craft Center supervisor and craft instructors, according to Rob Neubert, University Union Recreation Director.

Beginning soon, part-time instructors, Nebbert explained, "We're open to anybody."

At least two job openings are listed at the beginning of this quarter. Nebbert is surprised by the declining number of applicants the IU has had in recent years. "It's getting increasingly difficult to find candidates who want to work," said Nebbert.

Like the IU, the University Union, SI Corval Bookstore were filled at the end of last quarter, but keep everyone informed, we have an outstanding chance of getting the move approved."

KCPR Program Director Ric Turner said the main changes in the station's programming, if the transmitter were moved, would involve news coverage. "The move would cost less than $18,000 said Had¬ der, which is just a drop in the bucket compared to what the university spent to repave the road in front of the Bandini Raider."

A building and tower package is being put together with private funding in right now, he said. "Hopefully it will all be completed and up on the mountain within the next couple of months." In other action, Thursday night, the Student Senate approved 19-3 a change in the chair of the senate position. The bill, if approved by the student body, will change the senate chair from ASI vice president to an outgoing member of the Student Senate. The bill is designed to eliminate friction between the president and vice president, which has been a problem with past sessions. The President's Representative Russ Brown, said President Baker will attend the Jan. 18 meeting of the Student Senate. Brown said that Baker will "probably" be at the meeting for Open Forum. All students are allowed to speak during Open Forum, and the Student Senate invites all students who would like to voice concerns directly to President Baker to attend.

The Student Senate also unfroze over $800 for the Volleyball Club, allowing the club to pay for both its uniforms and the travel expenses for UCSC, who will be in San Luis Obispo this weekend. The club had their funds frozen last year because of financial problems.

Student Senators will be holding "Meet Your Senator Day," next Tuesday, Jan. 17 in the business building lobby. Senators will be there from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. and senators are encouraging students to come talk to them about any problem they may have.

Diverse crowd in attendance

Reasons for Diablo protest expressed by Teresa Mariani

Some 100 people filed into room 207 of the University Union Thursday to listen to anti-Diablo activists present an "Eleven Hour—Stop Diablo" program. The lunch hour presentation of speeches was designed to outline the reasons for this weekend's protests at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, as well as explain the position of the Concerned Cal Poly Faculty and Staff on the ongoing debate regarding the plant's property Sunday as a symbolic act of civil disobedience.

Attendance at the event may have been affected by the fact that the program was switched to IU 207 at the last moment; the room originally scheduled for the event was being used for the first of this quarter's regularly scheduled open mic nights in the "1984" lecture room.

The room continued to fill with faculty and community members and even a few Cal Poly students throughout the series of speeches from faculty and community activists.

Staff, the hour-long program featured a speech from Mothers for Peace leader Nancy Culver.

Calver spoke of the history of Diablo Canyon and the history of the fight Mothers for Peace has waged against the plant. Most of her speech criticized what Culver labeled the "faulty design" of the plant, and the dangers presented by operating a plant so close to a major earthquake fault line.

Calver said Mothers for Peace plans to take PG&E to federal court in Washington in the future. Until then, she said, the community will have to deal with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which she characterized as a champion of the nuclear industry rather than public safety.

"We deal with a regulatory agency which sees itself as a partner with the industry it's set into," Culver said.

The upcoming protest march this Sunday is essential to stopping Diablo, Culver told a silent audience. "The NBC has to be embarrassed into doing its job. So

Inside...

Religion in lifestyles

Doctor Peter Stansky discussed Thursday the life and philosophy of "1984" novelist George Orwell.

"George Orwell's 1984: Fantasy or Prophesy?" a lecture series with the topic "1984" will be held in the Student Union lecture series room.

As the last moment; the room originally scheduled for the event was being used for the first of this quarter's regularly scheduled open mic nights in the "1984" lecture room.

The room continued to fill with faculty and community members and even a few Cal Poly students throughout the series of speeches from faculty and community activists.
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Opinion

Unauthorized representation?

It's a long word and packs a lot of meaning. When a person or group takes on the responsibility of being the mouthpiece for a larger group, whether elected or self-appointed, they have a duty to represent the will of that group when they take action on its name and actions in its name.

The group is the Concerned Cal Poly Faculty and Staff. The act is civil disobedience. CPFFS has planned to protest the low-power license given to the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant and has trained those members who plan to protest in what to expect when being arrested for civil disobedience. The members fully expect to be arrested at the site.

This is not meant to be a condemnation of the action, but a questioning of whether it's right for CPFFS to use the name of Cal Poly faculty, and in effect, make itself that group's representative at what will obviously be a highly publicized event.

There is no doubt the CPFFS could not possibly represent the views of all 890-plus members of the Cal Poly faculty and staff. The name implies that the entire staff is concerned about the situation and is in full accord with the group's actions. Off that the members of CPFFS are the only faculty members who are concerned and are willing to take action.

It is unfair for this small group to assume that the rest of the faculty would approve of their committing an act against state law punishable by a maximum of six months in jail or a $500 fine.

It would be a misrepresentation. To circumvent any misunderstanding on the issue, one possible solution would be for CPFFS to change its name.

Considering the ASI must take its constituents into account, any decision concerning students, and the Mustang Daily editorial must be the collective viewpoint of the editors and would not be run if there wasn't a majority opinion—it does not seem too much to ask for a group to either properly represent the entire group for which it is named, or to change its name.

Letters

White: a symbol of hypocrisy

Editor:

Alen H. Goldman (Mustang Daily Jan. 9) self-righteously attacks the alleged hypocrisy of liberals angry over the recent Dan White trial.

Mr. Goldman should be reminded that Dan White was a former police officer who was elected to public office on a platform of getting tough on crime, enforcing the death penalty. He presided over and coldbloodedly assassinated the public officials—a clearcut case of circumstances justifying the death penalty, if indeed any circumstances do.

Yet, instead of standing by his stated principles and taking the punishment they dictated, this All-American Tough Guy pleads that he was the victim of his addiction to Twinkies. And, as the State Law-and-Order conservatives suddenly turned into bleeding hearts with compassion for one of their own, Mr. Goldman asks:

Is there not hypocrisy on both sides, Mr. Goldman?

Donald Laazer

English professor

Deprogramming "Christians"

Editor:

I'm addressing this letter to everyone who has lost friends to those Born Again "Christians". I myself am a Christian but don't feel I need an emotional crutch or artificial restraints put on my behavior.

Some of my friends who were once self-reliant people are now totally dependent on "the Lord," I can't even talk to them anymore. They can't seem to relate to any of their old friends without proselytizing, or "crusading for Christ".

What I can't understand is this: What can be lacking in those people's lives that makes them so vulnerable to this subliminal brainwashing which convinces them they are not capable of governing their own behavior? Is there any hope for our former friends? Why is there no deprogramming organization for Born Again's as there is for some of the other fads?

Mike Britt

 Mustang Daily

In the pink with furry friends

When I started the quarter off without a place to live, I was prepared to jump at the first opportunity of a house for a reasonable facsimile, that came along.

Eventually, I thankfully moved my bed, dresser and typewriter into a white house that was converted into apartments from a barn-like structure many, many years ago.

The apartment, which I share with my roommate and her Doberman, has many of the quaint touches one might expect to see in a house built at the turn of the century: bookshelves set in glass-doored cabinets, unpredictable plumbing and even an old-fashioned claw-foot bathtub.

And mice.

I first discovered the bright eyed, shiny whiskered little creatures had set up housekeeping in the kitchen late one night as I sat at the dining room table, struggling to read pages 38-39 of "Local Government Law in a Nutshell." There, in the dim shaft of light that fell across the ancient linoleum of the kitchen floor, sat a little mouse contemplating where he (or she?) should run next. When he saw me, and saw that I was looking at him, he high-tailed it off to the safety of the space between the wall and the back of the refrigerator. Sometimes during this 'conversation,' I was surprised to find, I had cautiously pulled my feet up from the floor to a safer position on the seat of my chair.

Don't get me wrong. I'm not afraid of mice. In fact, I used to raise them. And when it all started, I thought I had two male...and the rest is history, with a little help from Mother Nature.

When I was 16 and at the height of my "furry fad," I considered my cousin offering to buy some of my mice. I met with my cousin on the car he took in handling them and agreed to the deal. But when I discovered that my cousin planned to sacrifice them to his pet box constrictor, the deal was promptly called off. No mice I raised from the newborn, pinker stage ever would become snake fodder. I revealed.

Finally, my mouse population grew beyond all reasonable bounds. With my mother's encouragement, I carried them off to the nearest pet shop and traded them in a ginza pig.

But I guess I still have a soft spot for the furry little guys, because when a visiting cousin actually caught a mouse in our apartment, I was horrified. When the cat then proceeded to tease the mouse by letting it go and then pouncing again and again, it was more than I could bear.

Mercifully, for both me and the mice, the cat's stay with us was a short one. After he left, the rodent and human populations in our apartment seem to have reached an agreement—as long as the mice stay out of sight there won't be any mouse traps waiting for them or a house built at the turn of the century: bookshelves set in glass-doored cabinets, unpredictable plumbing and even an old-fashioned claw-foot bathtub.
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Italian heritage makes for a good sense of humor

Remember me—the misconceived New Yorker? Not only am I an out-of-state alien, but I’m an out-of-state Italian alien. And we happen to be a misconceived bunch too.

Bace yourselves grody guys and gals ‘cause I ain’t through griping yet. Let me prepare you with a little personal background.

On November, 1968 in the snowy village, town, city, metropolis of Buffalo, New York, a most blessed event took place—my birth. It was then that I was cursed with a name my Italian 102 class will never let me live down—for one snowy day all days in Buffalo, New York seem snowy! My professor informed me of the literal translation of “Ricci,” my last name. I already knew “Karen” meant “pure” in German, so I was curious to hear, as (all days in Buffalo, New York seem snowy) my professors through griping, “Ricci,” he said, “means porcupine.”

“Ricci,” he said, “means porcupine.”

As Nana stirs a giant pot of spaghetti sauce, extra-dinary noses serve as telepathic tasters. Oh boy...those delicious spicy meat-a-balls really tantalize telepathic tasters. All that garlic, cheese, bread crumbs and tomato sauce make Italians go wild. And Italians are very touchy about their eating. Outsiders don’t dare make negative remarks about Italian cooking. They’re liable to wind up sleeping with a horse’s head one night or Uncle Tony might have to hurt-a you real bad.

Brace yourself, three grody guys and gals ‘cause I ain’t operation further outlined.
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Instructor criticizes emergency plan

From page 1:

"We have to put a spotlight on the Diablo Canyon issue."

Culver's speech was followed by a speech from Poly political science instructor Richard Kranzdorf, a member of CCPFS. Kranzdorf had heavy criticism for the community's emergency plans regarding evacuation in the case of disaster at Diablo Canyon. Both the university and the city have totally insufficient evacuation plans, Kranzdorf said.

"We have a case of the Emperor's New Clothes. We have bureaucracy, high and low, at the city; at Cal Poly; at FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency), all saying 'Yes, we have a plan.' But it's a case of the Emperor's New Clothes because it won't work," Kranzdorf said.

Paul Wolff, a Poly architecture instructor who has vowed to be arrested in an act of civil disobedience during the march on Diablo's gates this weekend, also spoke.

He reminisced about his arrest and jail time resulting from the 1981 Diablo blockade, and tied this weekend's march in with the spirit of the late Martin Luther King and the Principles of Ghandi.

If the people of India could challenge and defeat the British empire, Wolff said, then the people opposed to Diablo could challenge and defeat PG&E.
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Religion is important in students’ lives

by Jarry Sheahan

They come from different places, with different backgrounds and interests, but they have a commonality that is the guiding influence in all of their lives. For many Cal Poly students, having a personal relationship with their God is one relationship that is very important.

Although the religious beliefs of Cal Poly students are diverse, Christianity has become most common.

Graduate student Michelle Pesut at Poly pursuing a teaching degree believes the most important aspect of Christianity is "to have a personal relationship with Christ in your heart." She added, "People should understand that Christianity is a way of life, not just going to church on Sundays."

Pesut considers the Christian community at Cal Poly to be strong, as she has met numerous Christians during her years here. While a firm believer in the Christian faith, Pesut doesn’t limit her circle of friends to just those who share her faith. "I don’t go out with just my Christian friends. I have great relationships with my non-Christian friends too."

Pesut hopes her lifestyle is a positive influence on others and that her personal happiness through Christ doesn’t ‘rub-off’ on others. "It is subtle," she noted.

Like Pesut, child development major Stacy Lardie believes a Christian should not restrict friendships to Christian friends too. "I don’t go out with just my Christian friends," said Lardie. In her opinion, "I think subtly is the best."

"I don’t go out with just my Christian friends, I have great relationships with my non-Christian friends too." Pesut added that a Christian’s actions should speak louder than his words. She cited an example of a student who approached her and commented, "There’s something different about you."

Regarding the religious climate on campus, Lardie was surprised at the number of Christians she met when she first came to Cal Poly. "It seems like I’ve met a lot of Christians in my classes and it’s fun to go to Vineyard Church and see them there," said Lardie.

According to graduating senior Bruce Hassold, "Cal Poly is a strong Christian community." Hassold emphasized that in addition to long-time Christians on campus, there are many students who have become stronger in the faith in the last six months or year.

In either case, he believes that "students who are Christians are serious about what they believe and it’s a very important part of their lives."

Sharing faith with others seems to be one specific part of a Christian’s life. "Christians aren’t intimidated about sharing with someone or letting anybody know that they care about them," said Hassold.

Although he considers Cal Poly to have a large Christian population, Hassold commented: "There’s a lot of people searching on college campuses."

For those people, Hassold suggests trying out one of the "college groups" at a church in the area. "It’s a social thing as well as a religious event." He added, "That’s where I met Stacy," his fiance.
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Diverse religious groups enhance Poly

by Sherman Tumtum

Staff Writer

There are approximately 36 recognized campus religious organizations.

Over 1,500 students are active in these religious groups on a daily basis.

For many students religion is an important part of their lives. These organizations provide a way for students to enrich their religion on campus.

Some of these groups include the Alpha Omega Fellowship, Baptist Student Union, Campus Advance for Christ, Campus Crusade for Christ and the Canterbury Club.

There are organized groups in many departments, such as Christians in Agriculture and Natural Resources, Christians in Architecture and Environmental Design, Christians in Business, Christians in Mechanical Engineering and the Christian Science Organization.

Joe Glass, who is the faculty advisor of Christians in Agriculture and Natural Resources believes that the fellowship that the group gives is positive for the students' everyday life. Glass is also an advisor of two other religious groups called the Navigators and Pilgrims.

Other groups are the Concerned Christians, Chi Alpha, Ekklesia, Gamma Delta Epsilon Beta, Haverim (Jewish Synagogue), Hebrew Christian Fellowship, Latter Day Saints Student Association and the Canterbury Club.

One of the campus ministers for the Newman Catholic Fellowship, Mark Gunty, explained the purpose of the group, "We try to give support to college students who have made a commitment and to encourage them in exploring their faith."

Other groups that are offered on campus are the Lutheran Campus Council, Lutheran Students Association, Muslim Students Association, Nazarene Campus Fellowship, Newman Community, Old Mission Church, Newman House and the Roger Williams Foundation.

The Poly Christian Fellowship advisor, Dr. Nick Brown, said, "Our purpose as a group is to establish, assist and encourage college students who have witness to the Lord Jesus Christ."

The rest of the religious organizations are the Student International Meditation Society, Studies in Old/New Testament, The Way Campus Outreach, Wesley Foundation, and the Westminster Fellowship.

Each organization has a faculty advisor who oversees the group and a campus minister. Anyone interested in fellowshipping with others can contact the Activities Planning Center, which has a list of all the groups.
Crusade gives students chance to share and learn

by Linda Reiff
Lifestyle Editor

Winning, building and sending are the key words in the philosophy of Campus Crusade for Christ, an organisation that gathers over 100 Cal Poly students.

Part of the reason this Cal Poly religious group is so large is the unique characteristic that Campus Crusade for Christ is a world-wide interdenominational Christian organisation. Over 16,000 staff members work in 151 countries, encouraging participation from people in all types of Christian religions.

The group focuses on the "commonality between denominations," said Mika Nyffeler, a full-time staff member for the local group.

While Campus Crusade for Christ encourages students from all denominations to get involved in their activities, the members are also inspired to participate in their own church.

"We encourage students to get involved in their own church. We like to think of our group as an evangelistic arm of the church," said Roberta Nyffeler, full-time staff member of Campus Crusades.

Mike noted another unique aspect of the Campus Crusade for Christ philosophy, "We're really interested in reaching out... we don't want to be a 'Christian clique.'"

The group's philosophy of "reaching out" entails the winning, building and sending concept.

Roberta Nyffeler explains: "This involves seeking to win people to Christ, building them in their faith and sending them out to help others grow and trust Christ."

Cal Poly's growing group involves about 120 students and 5 staff members, teaching and learning from one another.

Member Stacey Lowe, a junior physical education major, described what the members do at their weekly meetings. "We have singing, sharing, training and study time. We meet in small groups and have one-on-one interaction."

Lowe also said students may meet in groups of four to six persons during the week for Bible study sessions.
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Campus Crusade for Christ leaders discuss their organization's philosophy.

In addition to the study session, Campus Crusade sponsors speakers and summer projects for students. Last summer Cal Poly students were stationed across the United States, in Europe, in Africa and in Japan working for Campus Crusade.

Another international activity the organisation sponsors is the Christmas conference. Last December the conference was held in Kansas City, Mo., drawing 17,000 college students, including 63 from Cal Poly.

The group attended teaching and training sessions and presentations by evangelist Billy Graham, authors Elizabeth Elliot Gren and Josh McDowell, and Campus Crusade establishment Bill Bright. Also, President Ronald Reagan sent a videotape to the conference.

Staff member Cathy Bisack noted that when most organisations hold conferences in large cities, the visitors rarely get out and meet the citizens. "What was unique was we went out to the people and tried to meet their needs," Bisack said.

During their stay, the college students helped the Salvation Army distribute food to 1,000 needy families in the inner city. The conference participants also visited approximately 65,500 homes during their stay.

Now back in San Luis Obispo, the Campus Crusade for Christ members are sharing their experiences with others. Their meetings are open to anyone interested.

"We provide an environment on campus for people to investigate Christianity, the claims of Christ, and to help them grow," said Doug Hinkle, staff member.

Mike Nyffeler emphasized, "Our meetings are open to everyone, anyone is welcome!"

Campus Crusade for Christ meets every Tuesday night at 7:30 in the Science North building, room 315.
COULD YOU USE $3,000 CASH?
...and $1,000 per month?

YOU CAN GET IT (WHILE YOU'RE STILL IN SCHOOL)...

IF
- You're a United States citizen in a technical major
- You've completed one year of calculus AND physics
- You're a junior or senior or graduate student

FIND OUT HOW...

The Navy Officer Information Team will be on campus Jan 30-31 and Feb. 1. For details call the placement center office or toll free (800) 282-0559.

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING MAJORS

THE MOVE IS ON TO ROLM

...A REMARKABLE COMPUTER COMPANY with locations throughout the U.S. and Canada. ROLM's breadth and diversity are apparent in its expanding divisions:

- TELEC.omUNICATIONS designs and manufactures digital computer-controlled business communication systems for voice, data and text switching and management.
- OFFICE SYSTEMS develops and manufactures office automation equipment for the future products.
- ROCO sells and supports these products through a national sales and service network.
- MIL-SPEC COMPUTERS develops, manufactures and sells ruggedized computer systems.

MOVE ON TO THE FREEDOM OF ROLM, where high value is placed on personal initiative, creativity and rapid career movement. Where the spontaneous, award-winning environment was designed with your personal and professional well-being in mind.

We'll be on campus Monday, January 23

Interested candidates are invited to join us for an INFORMAL RECEPTION & PIZZA FEED, Sunday, January 23, from 6-7 p.m., Staff Dining Room B. Refreshments will be served.

Our environment requires individuals with a high degree of initiative, strong communication skills and demonstrated leadership abilities. For this recruiting season, we are primarily seeking computer science and electrical engineering candidates with BS and MS degrees. New graduates join project teams as Hardware or Software Design Engineers working in areas such as digital telephones, data communications, local area networks, packet-switching protocols, coding of voice, realtime software and relational data bases. Production Engineers (introducing the product to the manufacturing process), or Product Support. Sales or Field Service Engineers (providing customer support). Qualified candidates who are unable to secure an interview slot will be considered if they submit their resumes via the Engineering Placement Office. Contact Your Placement Office Now for an Appointment and Literature.

A FEW MORE REMARKABLE FACTS ABOUT ROLM...

- Tuition reimbursement for graduate study, comprehensive health, dental and life insurance, profit sharing and stock purchase plan.
- 3-month paid sabbatical after 6 continuous years of employment.
- Active housing program for all new hires.

Additional information may be obtained from Shirley McDonnell, Recruitment Administrator, Old Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050. We are proud to be an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

ROLM CORPORATION

GREEKS!!

Take advantage of the new section in Classifieds especially for Fraternity & Sorority events, activities, & messages. Only $1.00 for 3 lines.

QUIET SALE

SELECTED JERSEYS. 20% OFF
PUMA TOURING SHOES. 25% OFF A PAIR
LE COQ SPORTIF TOURING SHOES 12" A PAIR
CASIO WATCHES. 20% OFF
BUNNER MOUNT CAR RACKS. 10% OFF
BICYCLE PANNIERS. 10% OFF
RHODE GEAR PANNIERS. 10% OFF
BICYCLING HATS. 15% OFF
ECLIPSE SUNGLASSES. 20% OFF
ASSORTED PEDALS. FROM "1 EACH
ASSORTED BMX PADS. FROM "1 EACH

SALE DATES: January 2 - 14

HURRY!

BICYCLE BILLS
445 Higuera + SLO
544-6064

ROLM

PROFIT

Program Board conquers chaos to put on special events

Like the lights and signs which bring order to the confusion of congested traffic, Cal Poly's Program Board makes sense of the chaos of on-campus events. Composed of 11 separate committees that decide scheduling times and locations, the Program Board is the entertainment and special activities decision maker at Poly.

Part of ASI, the school's student government, the Board is chaired by Dave Chiappone.

Each of the individual committees has its own budget and make its own decisions, and its chairpersons meet with Chiappone to prevent scheduling conflicts.

According to Chiappone, the Program Board attempts to provide something for all the students on campus.

The diversity of programming includes the following committees: Television, Outings, Music Board of Control, Multicultural Advisory Board, Craft Center, Concerts, Fine Arts, Speaker's Forum, Special Events, Films and Recreation and TV Station.

"We try to give students a wide variety of programming within these areas," said Chiappone.

Committees range in size from approximately 30 students in the Concert Committee to around 150 in the Special Events.

"Programming really involves quite a large number of students," noted Chiappone.

Chiappone encourages students to get involved in an ASI Program Committee since there is one suited for virtually everyone's interest.

In addition to coordinating events for students, the Program Board "acts as a resource for student groups." Movies, for example, are often selected by groups with the help of the Films Committee.

"We can give ideas and pointers to groups that wish to do events," said Chiappone.

One of Chiappone's goals this year is to see groups utilize the Program Board's services more frequently.

"We would like to make students aware of what Program Board is...not too many people think of it as a complete package."

According to Chiappone, Cal Poly is one of the few schools that is entirely student-run as the administration lets the individual committees make their own decisions.

Students working with the committee chairs include an executive staff and a president's representative. Dr. Alan Yang acts as the Program Board's advisor.

Coordinating the Program Board is "a very valuable learning experience," said Chiappone, a three and a half year veteran of ASI.
More jobs available on campus than ever before

From page 1

positions are periodically vacated as the student staff fluctuates between 60 and 100 students, depending on the turnover. Warehouse positions will be opening in a few weeks, according to the bookstore's director, Ivan Sanderson.

Interested students may inquire about openings in any of the bookstore's individual departments at the Customer Service desk to be directed to the appropriate supervisor.

Sign-ups for "spring rush" at El Corral occur toward the end of the quarter. The pay starts at minimum wage ($3.35) and increases with the number of hours a student has worked. Last year, student payroll was nearly $200,000 and is budgeted even higher for 1984.

If a student is seeking immediate work, Foundation Food Service may be the answer. Jobs are presently available on a "sign-up" basis in the Dining Complex and on an "on-call" basis for Campus Catering.

- A few dish and cabinet washer positions are open, as are four to five preparation and service jobs. "Because students have day classes, the morning hours have not been filled," said Steve Main, production chef, referring to the food preparation and service jobs.

Campus Catering is currently seeking students to work on an "on-call" basis for two or three times a month. Any event that involves feeding groups other than the student community is handled by Campus Catering and involves set-up, service and clean-up for banquets and other special events. "We like to have a reserve of people to call," noted Sheila Shields, assistant catering manager. "It's a real good job for students who want occasional work."

Campus Catering is currently seeking students to work on an "on-call" basis for two or three times a month. Any event that involves feeding groups other than the student community is handled by Campus Catering and involves set-up, service and clean-up for banquets and other special events. "We like to have a reserve of people to call," noted Sheila Shields, assistant catering manager. "It's a real good job for students who want occasional work."

In 1981 LSI Logic set its sights on semi-custom LSI industry leadership. And elements for success were put soundly in place.

Clear direction. We know exactly where we're going, and how we're going to get there. Today, we're the undisputed leader in computer-designable ICs. Tomorrow, we'll be the dominant supplier of state-of-the-art semi-custom LSI technology.

Management savvy. LSI Logic management comes from top ranks of semiconductor industry giants. They know the products, the markets, the methods.

The works.

Product excellence. We're capitalizing on the enormous growth potential of the worldwide logic array market. With advanced CMOS and HMOS devices, and sophisticated CAD systems for faster, more efficient LSI design. In fact, our resources and know-how are turning out more HCMOS user-defined VLSI designs per month than any other company in the world.

Opportunity. We're taking it to the limit. You can too. Because your talent will be recognized at LSI Logic, not cubby-holed. You'll grow as we grow. And we'll provide the tools you need to do your best, including your own terminal for access to the powerful capabilities of our super-computer.

If you're a graduate-to-be, in electrical engineering, chemistry, or solid-state physics, you can share the rewards of our success. When we visit your campus, we'll discuss how you can help position LSI Logic as the dominant force in the field of semi-custom logic arrays.

We'll discuss your abilities, and how a career with LSI Logic can enhance your ambitions. And we'll outline your benefits as a member of the LSI Logic engineering team. Such as stock options, cash profit sharing, tuition reimbursement for continuing education, and more.

We'll be on campus January 23, 1984.

Put your own elements for success in place with LSI Logic. Contact your campus placement office today to arrange an interview. LSI Logic Corporation is an equal opportunity employer.
New art program allows student artists to exhibit work for three weeks

The University Union Galerie is presenting an ongoing art exhibit for student artists.

Three areas in the UU have been designated to showcase two-dimensional work. Students may exhibit their work for periods of three weeks. All work must be framed and ready to hang.

The project was conceived and instigated by John Sterling, Galerie Coordinator. After noticing an abundance of empty space on the walls of the UU, Sterling decided to put that space to good use.

"It was a shame that the walls didn't have artwork," he said.

That was remedied Wednesday when five photographs by Catherine Lorens were exhibited.

Schedule coordinating and the hanging of work is handled by student interns of the art department. Those wishing to exhibit artwork can pick up forms in the UU Galerie.

John Sterling stands high on a mechanical lift while hanging one of Catherine Lorens's works in the University Union. Karen Okner, below, helps in balancing the work.

One of the works being currently displayed in the University Union.
THE ONLY THING BETTER THAN BEING AT THE TOP OF YOUR CLASS... IS TO BE IN A CLASS BY YOURSELF.

At Silicon Systems Incorporated, we clearly stand alone (in a class by ourselves), as the nation's #1 independent designer and manufacturer of application specific integrated circuits. Our phenomenal growth and success is attributed to the bright, eager minds we've assembled to rocket us to our leading position.

From our new 15,000 square foot Wafer Fab facility (truly in a class by itself) to our outstanding people, we offer an environment where careers are fostered and developed to maximize each employee's full potential.

You are about to step out of the classroom setting, but your learning won't end there. Throughout our unique training program, you will be exposed to all major areas, that will enable you to have a full scope of the workings of our Company.

We will be conducting campus interviews on Wednesday, February 1, 1984. Please make arrangements with the Placement Office to schedule an appointment.

Consider Silicon Systems Incorporated, and place yourself in a class above the rest.

INNOVATORS IN INTEGRATION

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

From initial concept through completion, Logicon offers you the opportunity to put your talents at center stage and be an integral part of the entire creative process in a variety of software engineering and computer science areas.

We're the industry pacesetter in systems and software engineering, and as such, we offer engineers, programmers, analysts, systems engineers and operations analysts unparalleled career opportunities and challenge. Our diverse range of government contracts allows you to tackle new problems and develop original solutions.

You'll work in a small team that's in direct contact with management so your efforts will be seen, recognized, and rewarded.

Visit with our representatives:

Wednesday, February 1, 1984

Logicon offers top working conditions in a modern 11-story building which overlooks the historic San Pedro Harbor. Our scientific environment is enhanced with private and semi-private offices and easy access to computer facilities. We also have other offices in Ohio, Utah, Colorado, Massachusetts, and Washington, D.C.

We're looking forward to meeting with you on the 1st. But if you are unable to attend, please send a resume or letter detailing your experience and career desires to:

Nancy Hancock
LOGICON
255 W. 5th Street, Dept. 786
P.O. Box 471, San Pedro, CA 90733, (213) 831-0651
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/H
Poly swimmers splash to fourth tourney

by Karen Kraemer

Staff Writer

At weekend the Cal Poly women's swim team coated through the UC Irvine Invitational to the fourth-place finish behind San Diego State, Texas Tech and Northern Arizona at the Anteater Aquatics Center.

"I'm so proud of this team. They beat schools such as UCLA, UC Irvine, and UC Santa Barbara. They showed some excellent swimming," said coach Duane McRoy.

Anne Gatlin played a leading role by scoring points in three individual events. Placing third in the 200-yard fly, second in the 200-yard individual medley (2:14.46), Gatlin still had enough to come back with a strong 400 IM finish (3:43.45).

Freshman Linda Tucker finished fifth with a 2:18.06 in the 200 IM, which is 12.3 seconds behind her season high in the 100 yard breaststroke in 1:12.33.

Four meets into the season, McRoy already has three women holding their own for Division II nationals. JoanMary Laubacher and Susan Watt have both qualified in the 50 freestyle with times of 24.92 and 25.01, respectively. Gatlin will compete in at least two events, the 200 breaststroke (2:33.19), and the 400 IM (3:43.64). Other Mustangs, though, will probably join them for the March trip to Homestead, New York.

"Standard for this year is a 2:18.00 medley relay," said McRoy regarding time standards set for nationals.

At present Mark Gambone is trying to get the women into a larger league. A league would give the team a chance to top a strong conference with a season meet. Besides being something to look forward to the meet would be a last chance to qualify for nationals.

On Jan. 17 Cal Poly's women's swim team will host UC Santa Barbara in the only home meet of the season. According to McRoy, last year CSUB left the water with a 5 point win over Poly. This year the Cal Poly team will try to turn that around.

"It's such a rare day to have a home meet. I just hope people will come and see what swimming is about. Every team needs support," said McRoy.

The team will travel this weekend for a dual meet against Chico State.

Cal Poly Pomona, Wheeler gave mixed review.

"They have excellent talent, but they're probably not as good as a 'team' as Lewis in Riviera. By that I mean they're not using everyone to maximum potential," Wheeler explained.

The Broncos, 7-4, do have a seven-footer in Charles Davis, though their starting center, is 6-8 Mark McKay, a physical player who is dropping in 12.8 points a game. Pomona's top scorer is 6-4 Forward Ed Davis, scoring an average 13.6 points each contest.

The Mustangs can boast of having the CCAA's top assist man in senior guard Keith Wheeler. Wheeler, whose generosity is nothing new, having led the league the last two seasons, has handed out 104 so far, an average of nearly eight a game.

James Blevins, who snapped out of a mild shooting slump with a 17-point effort last Saturday against Mount Marty, is the leading Mustang scorer, pouring in almost 13 points a contest. Forward Nate Hatien also contributes 10 points per game, while Jim Van Vinden and Derrick Roberts are the top Poly rebounders, hitting the boards for about five caroms per game each.

Women cagers open

CCAA season on road

by Shari Ewing

Staff Writer

Cal Poly women's basketball team brings a 7-4 season record into league play when it opens up against California Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA) rival River City this weekend.

After a somewhat slow start, the lady Mustangs gained momentum, winning five of their last seven games. The most recent victory was a 66-46 trouncing of the University of Regina, Canada, in a exhibition game last week.

Cal Poly forward Terri Macdonald scored a game-high 22 points, to boost her average to 14.4. Michelle Harmeir ranks second on the Mustangs scoring list, with an average of 12.5.

UC Riverside carries a 6-6 record into its CCAA opener against Cal Poly. The Highlanders are led by guard Tracy Goss, who averages 16.8 points per game. Other top Riverside scorers are forward Becky Schwartz (14.1) and center Amy Arwood (11.3).

Arwood also leads her team in rebounds, pulling down an average 11.1 a outing.

The Mustang's next home game will be against Chapman Jan. 21 in the Main Gym.